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Hope Loves Company, Inc. is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization committed to providing emotional and
educational support to children and young adults who have had or have loved ones living with ALS. Founder,
Jodi O’Donnell-Ames, was inspired to create Hope Loves Company when she realized the lack of resources
available to her children, all of whom lost a parent to ALS. When her children reached college age, she put
her dreams into action and created the first and only organization with the unique and specific mission to
support children and young adults who have been affected by ALS. Hope Loves Company offers various
programs and services, such as Camp HLC®, Hugs of Hope Care Packages, Family Fun Days, and other events.
HLC has hosted 29 successful Camp HLCs in states across our nation, including NJ, MA, FL, IN, IL, CA and NY,
and virtually! Camp HLC activities include hiking, water activities, zip lining, crafting, and more! There are
also counselors available for campers who wish to seek support. Check out our website to learn about our
other programs which include: Hug of Hope care packages, (ALS children’s book, stuffed animal, Camp HLC®
T-shirt, a note from the HLC team, and more), Young Ambassador program, Susan B. Anderson Scholarship
and more. We stay in touch with our HLC families year round via phone, email, and social media and we
always make sure to send our campers a birthday card! And this year, we've pivoted to meet the needs of our
families virtually, developing several new virtual programs such as Group Shares, Meet & Greets, and HLC
ePals!

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCo

WELCOME TO VIRTUAL
CAMP HLC CALIFORNIA
Thank you so much for registering for Virtual Camp HLC California!
While we are sad that we cannot all be together at YMCA Camp
Campbell this year, we are excited to embark on this new adventure.
We are even more excited that YOU are joining us. Camp HLC would
not be the same without you. We hope that you enjoyed getting your
Camp HLC Kit and that you like the surprises inside, too.
When we learned that our physical Camp HLC in California had to be
cancelled, we knew that we’d have to create something special for
our families. We did our best and we hope that you find joy in the
weekend that we planned for you.
Just like a traditional Camp HLC weekend, there will be campfires,
games and activities, group shares, incredible people, and more!
And your Camp HLC Kit contains everything you need for an amazing,
interactive, and memorable Camp HLC experience.
We hope that you laugh, that you make a new friend, that you feel
supported, and that you try something new that brings you a sense of
comfort and excitement. There will be prizes, shout-outs, and
certificates to make this first experience a wonderful memory.
"This is not what we had in mind, but it’s a new journey that we are
taking together."
“Sometimes the most scenic roads in life are the detours you didn’t
mean to take.” – Angela N Blount
So, put up your tent, prepare the logs for a fire, find your art smock,
and get ready to have a great weekend! Adventure Awaits YOU!
Gratefully,
Your Camp HLC Team,
Nicole Russano
Cara Haggerty
Jodi O’Donnell-Ames
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VIRTUAL CAMP HLC KIT
In your Camp HLC Kit, you will find….
Virtual Camp HLC exclusive camp t-shirt
HLC cooling towel
HLC water bottle
Book
Gift card for family breakfast and dinner
Tie-dye kit (one per family)
S’mores kit
Tea & honey sticks
HLC Yearbook
Art supplies (mask activity)
Chalk (one per family)
Massage roller
Hike & Eek Haunted Mansion Cookie Kit (one per family)
Jewelry Kit (Adventurers & Hikers)
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DAY 1
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2020

DAY 2
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2020
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DAY 3
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2020

CAMPFIRE CHANTS
ROLL CALL (SHA-BOO-YA!)
CHANT THE RED PARTS WITH THE GROUP, AND MAYBE EVEN BE BRAVE AND
COME UP WITH YOUR OWN SOLO!
SAY YOUR NAME
SAY SOMETHING

ABOUT YOU

SAY SOMETHING ELSE
SAY ANOTHER THING THAT

RHYMES WITH LINE TWO!

SHA BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA ROLL CALL
MY NAME IS JODI YEAH
I LIKE TO MOVE YEAH
THINK YOU CAN KEEP UP? YEAH
LET’S SEE YOU GROOVE! ROLL CALL!
SHA BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA ROLL CALL

MY NAME IS CARA YEAH
I TALK SOME SMACK! YEAH
BUT IF YOU NEED ME YEAH
I’VE GOT YOUR BACK! ROLL CALL!
SHA BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA YA YA SHA
BOO YA ROLL CALL

MY NAME IS JESSE YEAH
YOUR MUSIC LEADER YEAH
THE KIDS ALL LOVE ME YEAH
‘CUZ I GOT MUSIC FEVER! ROLL CALL!
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CAMPFIRE CHANTS
BOOM CHICKA BOOM

BOOM CHICKA BOOM FOLLOW THE LEADER,
CHANTING THE RED ECHO WITH THE GROUP...
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA BOOM
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA BOOM
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA BOOM
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA BOOM
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA ROCKA CHICKA ROCKA CHICKA BOOM
I SAID A BOOM CHICKA ROCKA CHICKA ROCKA CHICKA BOOM
OH YEAH
OH YEAH
ALL RIGHT
ALL RIGHT
NEXT TIME
NEXT TIME
_______________ STYLE…

CAMPFIRE SONGS
"HAPPY"
PHARRELL WILLIAMS

It might seem crazy what I'm 'bout to say
Sunshine she's here, you can take a break
I'm a hot air balloon that could go to space
With the air, like I don't care baby by the way
Huh, because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like a room without a roof
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like happiness is the trut
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you know what happiness is to you
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like that's what you wanna do
Here come bad news, talking this and that
(Yeah) Well, give me all you got, and don't hold it back
(Yeah) Well, I should probably warn you I'll be just fine
(Yeah) No offense to you, don't waste your time
Here's why
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like a room without a roof
Because I'm happyClap along if you feel like happiness is the truth
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you know what happiness is to you
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like that's what you wanna do
Hey, go, uh (happy)
Bring me down, can't nothin' (happy)
Bring me down
My level's too high (happy), to bring me down
Can't nothin' (happy), bring me down
I said (let me tell you now) uh
Bring me down, can't nothin'
Bring me down
My level's too high to bring me down
Can't nothin' bring me down
I said
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CAMPFIRE SONGS
"HAPPY"
PHARRELL WILLIAMS

Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like a room without a roof
Because I'm happyClap along if you feel like happiness is the truth
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you know what happiness is to you
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like that's what you wanna do
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like a room without a roof
Because I'm happyClap along if you feel like happiness is the truth
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you know what happiness is to you
Because I'm happy
Clap along if you feel like that's what you wanna do

CAMPFIRE SONGS
"ALLYOU NEED IS LOVE"
THE BEATLES

Love, love, love
Love, love, love
Love, love, love
There's nothing you can do that can't be done
Nothing you can sing that can't be sung
Nothing you can say, but you can learn how to play the game
It's easy
Nothing you can make that can't be made
No one you can save that can't be saved
Nothing you can do, but you can learn how to be you in time
It's easy
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
There's nothing you can know that isn't known
Nothing you can see that isn't shown
There's nowhere you can be that isn't where you're meant to be
It's easy
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love (all together now)
All you need is love (everybody)
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
Love is all you need(Love is all you need)
Love is all you need(Love is all you need)
Love is all you need(Love is all you need)
Love is all you need(Love is all you need)
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CAMPFIRE SONGS
"GHOSTBUSTERS"
RAY PARKER, JR

If there's something strange
In your neighborhood
Who you gonna call?
Ghostbusters!
If there's something weird
And it don't look good
Who you gonna call?
Ghostbusters!
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
If you're seeing things
Running through your head
Who can you call?
Ghostbusters!
An invisible man
Sleepin' in your bed
Ow, who you gonna call?
Ghostbusters!
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
Who you gonna call?
Ghostbusters!
If you're all alone
Pick up the phone
And call
Ghostbusters!
If you've had a dose of a freaky ghost, baby
You better call
Ghostbusters!
Lemme tell ya something
Bustin' makes me feel good!
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
I ain't 'fraid of no ghost
Don't get caught alone oh, no
Ghostbusters!

VIRTUAL CAMP HLC CURRICULUM
MUSIC WITH JESSE
ADVENTURERS: "ROCK BAND"
(a musical remake of "Stone Soup”) We will tell a live story about a lonely
Musical Genius in a quiet town...but when everyone pitches in just a little
bit of music, the song gets a'rockin! Featuring live looping, as well as guest
appearances by a Triceratops, Transformer, Peppa Pig's brother George,
and surf-rock aliens. WHAT TO HAVE READY: dancing shoes and any
instruments you have for jamming along!

HIKERS: "KITCHEN PERCUSSION"
Can you shake, scrape, and strike your way through the gadgets in your
cabinets? Jesse will lead you through some basic percussion exercises on
simple instruments and NON-instruments like sloshing water bowls, cheese
graters, potato mashers, and tea whisks! WHAT TO HAVE READY: Some
kitchen stuff (pots, pans, gadgets, etc) that are bang’able and not
breakable (i.e. NOTHING glass, sharp, or precious).

GUIDES: "LYRICS and MUSIC"
What comes first, the chicken or the egg? How about the words or music?
It’s hard to answer either, but we do know that there is a strong relationship
between what musicians say and what they play, and the style and content
of either makes a big difference to the other. We’ll listen to and discuss
some lyrics and music on their own, and then play with different
combinations. WHAT TO HAVE READY: We'd LOVE to collect some samples
of lyrics, poetry, journaling, or words and thoughts of any variety to include
for our music class. They can be about ALS or not, and we can keep them
anonymous if you prefer. They don’t even have to be “good” (whatever that
means!) ... they just have to be yours.

YOGA WITH MICHELLE
ADVENTURERS
Adventurers will have a moment to think about and share their true feelings,
both the positive and the difficult ones, with their friends. Through yoga, we
will acknowledge, validate, and support one another's feelings.

HIKERS
The Hikers will compose a love letter to themselves during their yoga practice.
They will be encouraged to speak to themselves as they would a friend, with
words of kindness, which they can turn to any time they are struggling.

GUIDES
Guides will take some time during this yoga practice to set an intention for
themselves. They will dig deep to answer the question, “What Is it I truly need right
now?” and will plant the seed that will help them let that intention grow.
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VIRTUAL CAMP HLC CURRICULUM
FEELING MASKS (ART ACTIVITY)
The Feeling Mask activity is a good way to help us identify feelings that are
hidden and we have turned into a mask. Masks keep us from being ourselves. We
might use them because we want others to think certain things about us or are
afraid to be ourselves. Time to take your masks off! Be yourself! Be proud of who
you are as a person and what we have inside.
Materials:
white mask (included in camp kit)
paint & brushes (included in camp kit)
Optional: markers, glitter, gems, feathers or
any other craft materials

MAKING HALLOWEEN BRACELETS WITH GIGI (HIKERS)
Arts & crafts allows us to express ourselves through our own creations. When
we are given the tools to create, our imaginations can take us so many places.
Have fun with Gigi, a current Guide camper and an HLC Young Ambassador,
as she takes you on a fun journey while making your very own piece of jewelry.

NOT SO SCARY SHOW & TELL (ADVENTURERS)
Everyone knows it can be a bit scary doing show & tell, right? HLC came up with a fun
twist! Your bunk leaders will give you 60 seconds to find something in your house to
bring back to your group. You will then be given time to create a "morning
announcement" just like the ones we hear in school to introduce what you have
found. You can be as creative, silly or even as serious as you like!! You are the
director!!

BINGO WITH A TWIST (HIKERS & GUIDES)
Time to flex our brain and our physical muscles! Each camper will have to use their
phone and the bingo card that came in your kit to complete the game! There is a
twist! But you have to wait until the game is over to see what happens! Are you in??

BINGO WITH A TWIST
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Complete BINGO card by doing the following:
Get at least 1 BINGO (5 in a row), make an H, L or a C, or Blackout (entire board).
Each player must use their smart phone to take a picture and send to the GroupMe for proof. Once
we verify, we will announce the "twist" at closing ceremonies!!

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCompany

@HopeLovesCo
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BINGO WITH A TWIST

NOT SO SCARY SHOW & TELL
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Here is what you need to do:
Find something, anything you want to show.
For example, a stuffed animal, art work, or something you found.
You will be given 5 minutes to come up with a "morning
announcement", just like we hear when we are at school. You can
be as creative, silly or as educational as you like! This is your
show!
Each Adventurer will be given 1 minute to talk about their object
and 1 minute for questions & answers.
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T-SHIRT TIE-DYE ACTIVITY
INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1
Wash the garment that you want to dye to prevent shrinking in the future and only
use detergent - refrain from using fabric softener or dryer sheets!

STEP 2
Identify your workspace and then protect the surface by laying out a plastic
tablecloth, newspaper, and/or paper towels.

STEP 3
Put on your rubber gloves, put a package of dye into each bottle, and fill each
bottle with water up to the designated fill line. Tighten the caps back onto the
bottle and carefully shake to disperse the dye color.
Fun Fact: You can alter the water-to-dye ratio to intensify or dull the finished
color!

STEP 4
Use the rubber bands to gather different parts of the fabric together. The
placement of each rubber band will help determine the finished look of your tiedye project.

STEP 5
Apply the dye to the garment using the squeeze bottles. Use a single color or
multiple colors on different parts of the garment.

STEP 6
Wrap the entire garment with plastic wrap and set it aside for six to eight hours,
depending upon how intense you would like the final colors to be.

STEP 7
Remove the plastic wrap and the rubber bands from the garment. Run the
garment under water in the sink until the water runs clear. Wash the garment in
the washing machine on the warmest setting recommended for the fabric. Dry the
garment. Make sure to wash and dry your garment separately the first two to
three times to prevent the bleeding of colors onto other clothing!

BUNK LEADERS
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WHAT DOES A VIRTUAL BUNK LEADER DO?
Bunk Leaders have an incredibly important role throughout the Camp HLC weekend! They will oversee a group of campers, be available throughout the
weekend to chat and lend a listening ear, and help throughout the weekend's activities. Most importantly, they are here to be a friend and to make sure
everyone's having an amazing Camp HLC experience.

JILL KAPLAN, ADVENTURERS
Jill is a longtime volunteer helping to raise awareness and money for families affected by ALS. She volunteered at HLC
camp in NJ and MA over the past years. She is not scared of the outdoors, bugs, campfires and toads.

JESSICA JEFFERIS, ADVENTURERS
Jess Jefferis is a Learning Specialist at an all-boys High School in PA. She lives with her husband, 3 teenage boys, 3 cats,
2 dogs and a turtle. She loves to travel and spend time in Maine. Jess volunteered last summer for the first time at
Camp HLC in Massachusetts. Her favorite part of camp is watching the kids smile and laugh.

BENTON AMES, HIKERS
Warren “Benton” Ames is a car guy from ‘day one’. He currently does research work for ExxonMobil Corp. He also fights
back against the disease that claimed a loved one, in hopes of providing the help that wasn’t there when his own children
needed it.

LAURA HIGDAY, HIKERS
Laura lives in Chevy Chase, MD and works with twice exceptional elementary school students in her local public
schools. She has also loved teaching preschool, middle and high school students and has participated in several
residential camp programs. Laura grew up in NJ and was a primary caregiver to her mother, a beloved teacher,
who lost her courageous battle with ALS. Laura and her husband have two daughters who have inherited her love
of arts and crafts, baking, musicals, board games, travel and trivia. She is excited to be volunteering at her first
HLC camp.

CAROL HILL, GUIDES
Carol Hill is a volunteer for Hope Loves Company and has known our founder, Jodi, since she was in high school. Carol is a
retired teacher from the Trenton Public Schools. Carol has volunteered for HLC for four years now, has helped develop the
curriculum and activities for Camp HLC, and has attended all Camp HLCs (except Florida) as a leader on our team. Carol
usually works with one group as a team leader and spends the weekend having a great time, experiencing the challenging
activities and listening to the kids share their truths and explore their experiences. Carol also volunteers (pre-pandemic) at
the HLC office once a week, helping in any way she can. "Hope Loves Company is an experience that everyone should
have. The children and parents are examples of love, resiliency, hard work, dedication, and commitment that make me
humbled by the lives they lead while navigating ALS with a loved one."

RYAN MATTHEWS, GUIDES
Ryan Matthews serves as the Director of Programs with Nutmeg Big Brothers Big Sisters, the Executive Director of The Susie
Foundation, and has recently joined Hope Loves Company as the organization’s Advancement Officer. At Nutmeg, Ryan is
charged with leading Connecticut’s largest one-to-one, community-based youth mentoring program, which serves well
over 450 children across Nutmeg’s 132 town service area. Ryan concurrently serves as the Executive Director of The Susie
Foundation, an organization which he founded following his mother’s passing to support families affected by Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis. During his tenure as Executive Director, The Susie Foundation has raised over $250,000 to support local
families struggling with the financial burdens levied by an ALS diagnosis and has expanded to serve the entirety of
southern New England.
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PRESENTERS & FACILITATORS
JESSE NEUMAN, MUSIC
Jesse Neuman has been leading music classes at Camp HLC since 2018, and is a "Musical
Genius" because Jodi said so. He's played gigs on double decker buses and standing in kiddie
pools, and is now an interweb sensation! When he's feeling more serious, Mr. Neuman is the
founder and director of www.MusicworksNYC.org, an arts education non-profit that brings
interactive workshops to every population of students aged 3-103. Musicworks focuses on
reaching diversity, equity, and inclusion through the lens of music, and Mr. Neuman and his fellow
teaching artists work hard to bridge the gap between performers and audiences by engaging all
students' curiosity. In response to the Covid19 crisis, Musicworks has made available a wide
variety of original content in the 'remote resources' section of their website.

MICHELLE WOOD, YOGA
Michelle Wood is a RYt 200 Yoga Alliance Certified yoga instructor as well as a graduate of SUNYPurchase with a BA in Drama Studies. She specializes in teaching kids, teens and adults. She has
volunteered at the YMCA and Special Olympics. When she is not teaching yoga or working with
children, being a nanny, or pet sitting, she is off traveling the world!

GIGI POLLOCK, BEAD ART FOR ADVENTURERS
Her favorite color is green. She also loves alt rock and she plays the electric guitar.

VOLUNTEERS
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ELIZABETH HARRIS
Elizabeth is a middle school math teacher In South Orange NJ and is the director of the all
school musicals, which involve around 150 kids each year. With her grandmother, Elizabeth grew
up in Ohio as a primary caregiver for her mother, who had ALS. Elizabeth volunteered three
different camps last summer for HLC and loves the mission of focusing on the kids as she didn’t
have that support when she was a kid! She hopes that she can share a different perspective
with these kids as someone “who has been there.”

LARRY KAPLAN
A 50 year old child dedicated to raising awareness and funding for families affected by ALS.
Spent the past 3 years at HLC camps in MA making sure that everyone has Dunkin’ Donuts
coffee and munchkins each morning. Scared of the outdoors, bugs, campfires and toads.

ADITI NARAYAN MINKOFF
As Director of Navigation at I AM ALS, Aditi leads a person-centered navigation program and
tools that connect patients, caregivers and their families with relevant medical and research
information, support them emotionally, connect them with practical resources, and help them
build a community around them. Prior to joining I AM ALS, Aditi served as Director of Programs &
Strategy at Livestrong, where she managed a suite of national supportive care programs
benefiting cancer patients, survivors and caregivers. Aditi earned a Master of Science in Social
Work from The University of Texas at Austin, and a B.A. in Communication from George Mason
University.

KYLE PRAGER
Kyle is an alumnus of the Phi Delta Theta at California State University, Chico and currently
advises the Chapter at University of California, Berkeley. He enjoys baseball, snowboarding, and
traveling around the world to try new foods. When at home, he spends time with his dogs Joey
and Phoebe.

EDWARD STAFFORD
Edward Stafford is a senior studying Materials Science at UC Berkeley. Originally from Boston,
MA, but now residing in Mountain View, CA, Edward loves soccer, theater, singing, and the
outdoors. He is a Boy Scout and spent his summers attending and working at Birch Rock Camp
in Waterford, ME. After college, he is hoping to get his doctorate in Materials Science.
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HOPE LOVES COMPANY TEAM
CARA HAGGERTY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Cara Haggerty is a graduate of The College of New Jersey with a Bachelor's Degree in English
and minors in Marketing and Psychology. She enjoys going to the beach, spending time with
family and friends, and of course, going to Camp HLC. She lives in Lawrence, NJ and is proud to
be a part of the HLC Team.

NICOLE RUSSANO
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Nicole Russano is a native of the Mercer County area, currently residing in Pennington, NJ.
Nicole oversees all HLC programming, including all current and future camps. She has two
children, Alexandria and Damian. She is a full-time dance mom, part-time actor in local
theater and enjoys traveling as much as possible.

JODI O'DONNELL-AMES
FOUNDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT DIRECTOR
Jodi O’Donnell-Ames is a certified teacher, writer, massage therapist, member of Union Fire
Co. and Rescue Squad and tireless advocate for those affected by ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis). She lives with her husband, Benton, and their three amazing children in Titusville,
NJ.

RYAN MATTHEWS
ADVANCEMENT OFFICER
Ryan Matthews serves as the Director of Programs with Nutmeg Big Brothers Big Sisters, the
Executive Director of The Susie Foundation, and has recently joined Hope Loves Company as
the organization’s Advancement Officer.

CAMP JOURNAL
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My favorite memory of Virtual Camp HLC was…
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

The person or thing that made me laugh the most was…
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
I felt relaxed when we…
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

I learned that….
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

SELF CARE & WELLNESS TIPS!
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Hope Loves Company Team Tips for Self Care & Wellness
Jodi: "I like to exercise and to spend time in nature to relax and cope with stress.

It

feels great to get outside and enjoy the sights and sounds of nature and to get my
heart racing while my mind frees from worry."

Cara: "When I'm feeling too stressed to sleep or feel like I can't quiet my thoughts on
my own, I listen to guided breathing and sleep meditations on Spotify or YouTube.
Most of the time, I fall asleep before I can even make it halfway through the
meditation!"

Nicole: "I love to spend time with my children! We make sure to have at least one
family night a month. Whether it is a movie, a road trip down to the shore for ice
cream, or dinner night where we all cook together, it is a way to reset our minds and
body and connect!"

Ryan: "When I'm feeling stressed, anxious, overwhelmed, or any of the feelings in
between, I always try to move my body. Whether it's going for a walk or bike ride,
lifting weights, or just taking a quick yoga class, I've always found moving is the
quickest way to divert my attention, increase my energy level, and come back to my
challenges with a fresh perspective."

How do YOU Practice Self Care?

1.
2.
3.

THANK YOU!
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Thank you to our wonderful families for being a
part of our Virtual Camp HLC!
Thank you to our volunteers, sponsors, and to
the HLC team for making Camp HLC happen!

For more information, please visit
www.HopeLovesCompany.org or call
the HLC office at 609-730-1144

VIRTUAL CAMP HLC
OCTOBER 9-11, 2020

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS...

The Sunshine Foundation

